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Management
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our focus in this webinar is primarily on the role that surveys can play in visitor use management, although we will highlight some of the other benefits of surveys. To make sure we’re all on the same page, I’m going to start off with a very quick overview of the Visitor Use Management Framework that has guided our efforts. If you’d like to learn more about the Framework, our team has developed some additional materials, including a short presentation overview.



Surveys 101 Surveys in the VUM 
Framework

The VUM Framework
• Inter-agency approach
• Begins with of statements of desired 

conditions
• Develops objective indicators & 

measures
• Uses data to guide adaptive 

management

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The IVUM Framework is a national approach developed by federal land management agencies. It was created to provide a defensible, scalable/flexible process to identify issues, evaluate management actions, and implement change. It is based on the idea of establishing desired condition statements – something familiar to anyone who has engaged in planning. These are qualitative statements about the area’s desired look, feel, sound, and function. Desired conditions arise from agency policy and any unit-specific guidance or goals.Indicators are things that capture the relationship between broad objectives (the DCs) and measurable variables that are indicative of those objectives. The VUM framework sets a relatively high bar in terms of generating legally defensible management actions and plans (in a NEPA framework), which is why it emphasizes quantitative measures. Using quantitative measures also helps ensure objectivity and reliabilityIn the framework, data from key indicators are tracked and actual conditions are compared to “acceptable” conditions (or thresholds).  management.



Surveys 101 Surveys in the VUM 
Framework

Formulating experiential 
desired condition statements
• What experience should visitors in 10 

years expect to find?
• What do you tell people about this 

place?
• What is meaningful about a specific 

zone that differs from others?

Surveys in VUM
Surveys in VUMM 

Framework

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So where do surveys come into all of this?



Surveys 101 Surveys in the VUM 
Framework

Examples from Big Basin
• Visitors experience the awe and splendor of 

old growth redwood trees.

• Visitors experience the historic feel of BB 
through various eras.

• Visitors of all physical abilities have the 
opportunity for safe, comfortable, non-
strenuous travel among the redwoods.

• Visitors engaged in different activities can all 
enjoy the setting without interfering with 
others’ enjoyment.

Surveys in VUM
Surveys in VUM

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are a few examples from our work at Big Basin. These first two speak directly to the types of personal and emotional experiences managers hope to provide for visitors. There is really no way to assess them without asking visitors directly.These other two items speak to safety and visitor conflict – both important topics to park staff. While it might be possible to monitor these through observations, surveys provide a much more direct and meaningful source of information.



Surveys 101 Surveys in the VUM 
Framework

What kind of measures?
Surveys in VUM
Surveys in VUM

Surveys in VUM

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To be useful for VUM as measures of indicators, the DCs need to be transformed into specific question wording. Here are a couple examples from Big Basin – the indicator for “safety” was the percent of people who felt unprepared for safety situations. For the satisfaction items, the indicator was the percent of people who felt very or somewhat unsatisfied with the element



Surveys 101 Surveys in VUMM 
Framework

• Information useful outside VUM
• Long-term planning

• Facilities
• Activities
• Interpretation

• Communications
• Economic impact
• Visitor satisfaction

Additional value of surveys

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The VUM framework was designed to focus on problems – how to create defensible strategies to address issues. This is in the realm of “visitor experience evaluations” in this figure. Within that context, surveys tend to focus on problematic issues like crowding, conflict, wait times, facility cleanliness.But surveys can be incredibly useful for other short-and long-term management decisions. These include understanding who is visiting, characteristics of trip planning and trips themselves, and economic impacts. For the purposes of planning, for instance, you could ask what topics visitors would like to hear about in an interpretive program? Or how would visitors prioritize new facilities? 



Surveys 101 Modalities

Writing questions
• Know why you’re asking
• Craft questions carefully 
• Avoid open-ended questions
• Consult existing surveys

https://omb.report/icr/201910-1024-002/doc/95528101

Surveys in VUMM 
Framework

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Regardless of the purpose of the survey, you should be clear what you will use data for. Question writing is an art, and there are many good guides and FAQs about common problems to avoid (such as vague language, or double-barreled questions).  If you are using the surveys for VUM monitoring, be sure the wording is appropriate for the specific indicator(s)I want to direct your attention to the National Park Service’s “pool of known questions.” The pool has about anything you could be looking for. They are organized into 11 themes (e.g. experience quality, safety, constraints, expenditures, trip planning, demographics) with nearly 300 pages of examples. The document illustrates the visual layout of alternative questions.
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Modalities

• Mail
• Web
• On-site

Approaches

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An important consideration is how will you administer your survey. The primary options are via mail, the web, or on site



Surveys 101 Modalities

Modalities

• Mail
• Poor response rates
• Requires sample frame
• Can reach non-visitors

Approaches

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mail surveys used to be quite common, but they are increasingly being discarded. A major reason is poor response rates (as well as cost). One example is from the FWS – this is a major, nation-wide survey that has been done for about 40 years. It used to be done only by mail. It provides pretty much the only dataset on national participation and expenditures, and it gives data by state. The 2022 National Survey (FWS) was extremely involved, used multiple modalities to contact people (phone, mail, web) and included $5 incentive. Even so, the response rate was only around 10%. Another reason mail surveys are often not feasible for VUM is that they require a sample frame. This isn’t always an issue– for instance we did a study several years ago using addresses from wilderness permits.Despite all the limitations of mail surveys, they are one option available to reach non-visitors, which can be an important thing (as in the FWS)



Surveys 101 Modalities

Modalities

• Web – publicly available
• Open to anyone
• Concerns about 

representativeness

Approaches

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Web-based survey have largely replaced mail surveys. They have the advantages of no costs of printing and mailing, and no manual data entry. There are two main ways the web is used – one is making a link available to anyone (e.g., the BB facilities survey). This has the advantage of eliciting responses from engaged stakeholders, which may be precisely what is needed in some situations. However, there is no way to know if the data are or are not representative.A good example is a study done by one of our MNR students recently – he was looking at visitation on a parcel of land managed by a local land trust outside Bozeman. They wanted info on who used the area and what they thought about alternative development and uses. Data collected on-site on random days and via posting a URL on webpages and activity-based organizations. No difference in the findings. Amazing. But you just don’t know.



Surveys 101 Modalities

Modalities

• Web – targeted distribution
• Visitor convenience
• No data entry required
• Representative
• Poor response rates

Approaches

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Distributing the link to specific individuals can help ensure a representative sample. For example at BB…Unfortunately, response rates can be very low (ours was <10%), but might be variable.



Surveys 101 Approaches

Modalities

• On-site
• Paper
• Electronic 

https://www.esri.com

Photo: Troy Hall

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Distributing surveys on site currently generates the highest response rates and allows other types of quality control. It is expensive though. While traditionally surveys have been done on paper, increasingly people are using platforms like Survey123 on tablets to enable automatic data recording.Big Basin summer 2023 – approximately 50%. We opted to go with paper forms so that our field crew could distribute surveys to many groups and not have to worry about technology.
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Surveys 101 Sampling

Sampling

• Do I need a random sample?
• How much data do I need?

Sampling

It depends

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Two questions almost always arise when we are talking about collecting survey data: how important is it to get a random sample? And how much data do I need? The answers to both questions are “it depends.”*photos from brand kit*



Surveys 101 Sampling

Sampling

• Random vs. convenience sampling
• Random = equal opportunity to 

participate
• Convenience & purposive sampling

• Why get a random sample?
• Unbiased
• Statistical comparisons possible
• Can track trends over time

Photo: California State Parks

Sampling

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Random sampling conveys benefits:Unbiased information; Confidence in the range of variation in the data; ability to use statistical analysisThis may be important where issues are controversialRandom sampling is really the only way to be highly confident in assessing trends over time.Convenience examples: comment cards, open web survey, haphazard distribution on-site, inability to document response rate (e.g., leaving on windshields without documenting number distributed)Why are we concerned about convenience samples? We don’t know if they are truly representative



Surveys 101 Sampling

Sampling
• Is convenience sampling always bad?
• Advantages

• Efficiency (e.g., staff time)
• Ability to focus on known issues
• Can generate useful information

Photo: Troy Hall & USFS

Sampling

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
No. It can be much cheaper to implement. It may get you enough of what you need (e.g., if everyone feels the same way and you can show that your data capture a wide variety of park users)



Surveys 101 Sampling

Sampling

• Strategies for random sampling
• Stratification
• Start small

• Strategies for convenience sampling
• Build in procedures to enhance 

representativeness of the data
• Collect ancillary data to gauge 

representativeness

Photos: California State Parks

Sampling

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Example of stratification: one randomly selected weekend day and two randomly selected weekdays every week during the high use season.Example of “start small” – gather a minimum number of surveys on a random sample; examine the data to see if there appears to be important variation(s) and whether additional data are needed.



Surveys 101 Sampling

Sampling

Sampling

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example showing trail use for a location for a summer season. The blue bars are weekdays and the black bars are weekend days. Let’s imagine that we collected surveys on five days that summer, indicated by the stars. What do you notice about these dates? They all seem to be relatively high use times, and they are all early in the season (maybe we were using volunteers to collect data, and they were mainly available on weekends, and weren’t available later in the summer). You might have reason to ask yourself whether data from these respondents are representative of the full visitor population for the summer



Surveys 101 SamplingSampling

Sampling

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Then imagine this scenario. Here we have more days of sampling, they are distributed across the season, and they seem to have captured both high and low use times. Arguably this scenario is more defensible in terms of asserting that we have a representative sample.You may not have use data for a specific site, but you might have some data that can be use for this type of purpose.



Surveys 101 Sampling

Sampling

• How much data depends on…
• Intrinsic variation in the population
• Your desired level of confidence
• The number of comparison units 

(e.g., locations, seasons, user types)

Photos: California State Parks

Sampling

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If a population is very homogeneous, you only need a very small sample. Unfortunately, you generally don’t know if it’s homogeneous until you gather some data. You could use an initial pilot data collection effort to explore this. For instance, say you gather some data from weekdays and weekend days  (a couple days each month). If you’ve captured the range of conditions with these days, and the data seem quite consistent, you may not need much more than that. But if you find high levels of variability, and you feel it’s important to gather more precise measures, you may decide you need more data.An important consideration is how you want to break out the data – if you want to make comparisons (say, between locations, or weekdays/weekend days, or activity types) you need more data. As a general rule, your sample size requirement is double if you want to compare two groups than if you want to analyze for the population as a whole.Sometimes a small truly representative (random) sample is better than a large sample whose representativeness is unknown.



Surveys 101 Sampling

Sampling

As a general rule, increasing sample size improves power when samples 
are small, but after a point there is little value in having more data

Photos: Troy Hall

Sampling

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From a statistical POV, there is little value in having huge samples. Everything becomes “significant”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Photo: California State Parks website



Surveys 101 Data Management & 
Analysis

Data Management

• Record keeping
• Data entry
• QA/QC

Photos: https://nvumsurveys.com



Surveys 101 Data Management & 
Analysis

Interpreting results
• Understand the difference between 

statistical significance and practical 
significance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Example: imagine a question that asks about experience of conflict, and we want to know if the percent of people who had “conflict” is different from zero. With very large samples, 1% could be “statistically significant”. But is that meaningful?Similarly, we might want to know if visitor satisfaction is different between two user types. Perhaps the mean values (on a scale of -2 to +2) are 1.5 and 1.8. This could be “statistically” significant, but the key finding is that both groups are satisfied, so from a practical sense, it may not be important.



Surveys 101 Data Management & 
Analysis

Interpreting results
• For convenience samples, consider

• Number of surveys
• Distribution across characteristics of 

interest
• Other information to gauge 

representativeness

Data Management & 
Analysis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With convenience samples, it’s really not appropriate to use inferential stats. However, you can still think about the utility of the findings and how confident you are that they actually represent what is going on.
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Analysis

Interpreting results
• For tracking trends over time

• The data must be comparable
• Consider any differences in 

methods or characteristics of the 
sample

Data Management & 
Analysis



Surveys 101 Tips

Final Tips

• Think about how you will use the data
• The major cost is in the effort – collect 

what will help you in the long run



Surveys 101

Final Tips
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Surveys 101 Tips

Final Tips

• Training & documentation
• For long-term monitoring, consistency 

matters

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Don’t change question wording – even small changes can make data incommensurateUSFS NVUM field guide is 128 pages.
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Surveys 101

Recap

Understand how survey data can (shouldn’t) be used

Select the approach that best suits your needs
 
Understand the limitations/benefits of different approaches

Design the effort carefully

5 Attend to training and documentation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Think through how you might use the dataNo approach is perfect; all have costs and benefits.You don’t always need a cadillac approach
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